DECISION BT 37/2015

Subject: CEN-CENELEC-ETSI JWG R&P - Future of PQ/UQ, UAP, Reduction to 3 months, Renaming the TCA

BT

- having noted the JWG R&P report of the meeting held on 2015-06-10 in Brussels;
- decided
  - to abandon PQ/UQ procedure and to delete all references to them from the Internal Regulations Part 2;
  - to set the default UAP procedure to 3 months, noting that in CEN, BT approval would be needed if and when a TC wants a UAP for NWI or to change the enquiry + formal vote track to UAP,
  - to rename TCA into ‘Vote on TS’ and ‘Vote on TR’, asking CCMC to modify the database;
- asked CCMC to undertake the necessary actions to have the changes integrated into a new edition of the Internal Regulations Part 2.